


Public Lectures

In the early aay s of the Johns Hopkins University cours-

es of public lectures were given to the ver:: great satisfact-

ion of members of the Universit:/ and Oft( the public, a‘L4tiria#10

These lectures have been continued from that time to this but

the conditions have greatly changed. In the beginning it

was well known that the faculty was not large and that many

• .
important Sub„iects were not represented by the professors.

It was also thought most desirable that the public should be

in the habit of coming to the Universit.v for entertainment and

instruction such as might be afforded by the presentation of

important themes. At the beginning,courses of twenty lect-

ures, running through a month, were given and single lectures

Tere not encouraged. The Peabody Institute at that time

afford-a good opportunities for the presentation of single

lectures by speakers of exceptional character. The Johns

7o1)kins lectures were intended for th- students and for a long

Period the front seats were reserved for them.

Another consideration which led to the development of

the system was that men of experience in other institutions

were brought to Baltimore and were accessible for some days,

both to the students and to the faculty, and many excellent

suggestions were made by them with respect to the development

of courses of study.

The Key-note was struck the very first winter. The

list included two courses by resident professors and

courses by non-residents. Among the latter were James Russell



Lowell, Francis J. hild, William D. Whitney, Francis A. Walk-

er, Simon Newcomb and

When the financial resources of the University were re-

duced by circumstances elsewhere to be :ientioned, economical

considerations curtailed the system, but it was never aban-

doned and from time to time, in divers ways, public lectures

have been given to the great satisfaction of the public, but

not, as I think / for the advantages to the students which WQ•416.

gained in ate earlier days.

The generous gifts of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Turnbull

for courses of lectures on Poetry have, for many years, been

one of the most noteworthy features of each academic session.

Their liberality has enabled the University to bring from Pu-

rope men of international distinction and to call out some of

the most distinguished men of letters among our own countrymen.

A similar course was maintained for several years before the

Young Men's Christian Association by Mr. Eugene Levering and

occasionally other special lectures have been provided with-

out charge upon the University chest.

The simple enumeration of the names of those who have

been here will show what a brilliant series of lectures has

been provided by the University in addition to those of the

permanent staff. It has always been gratifying to observe

that resident professors have drawn audiences as large and as

appreciative as many of the lecturers who have come from a

distance.



This general statement should be supplemented by four

tables:-

1. List of lecturers on the University foundation

2. Turnbull Lectures

3. Levering Lectures

4. 0ourses on Comparative Religions provided by a spec-

ial Committee.



My own impression is that it is very advantageous to

bring to the University distinguished teachers from a dis-

tance for the following reasons. They interest the public,

bring them to the University halls, and quicken their partici-

pation in many departments of knowledge. They hpiftt—trefere
114;:f

the students,e,
acknowledged leaders and many preferments to

^

positions of influence have come from acquaintances thus form-

ed. Important subjects, not provided for by the regular cur

riculum, are represented. The routine of academic life,

which is always in danger of becoming monotonous, is broken

up by the presence of gifted men and by their discourses.
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The task of selecting professors at the outset was most

difficult. Innumerable applications were received and the

testimonies filed with the Trustees must have numbered several

hundred. Personal applications were frequently made.

remember a call from a very estimable gentleman, ti-len living

in Washington, who asked for the chair of Mathematics, and,

when I told him that it would probably be filled by the se-

lection of one of the most eminent of living mathematicians,

asked if he could have another chair which he named. When

he was told that this also would likely be given to a man of

great ability, he fell back in despair and said, "Is there not

any vacancy for which I can apply?"

I remember also a letter from a distinguished physicist

in an adjoining state protesting against unworthy appointments

and his apology when he had heard of the probable selection

of a most distinguished professor in the department of Physics.

I recall a strong letter of endorsement sent to me by

the candidate which it commended, but it had hardly been de-

livered before a letter came by mail saying that the endorse-

ment was given under pressure to oblige the candidate and

that Alio special weight should be attached to it.

I am also reminded of the visit of a lady who commended

to our attention a friend of hers and when she found there

was no probability of his nomination by the President, she.

went away in a huff, threatening to call upon the Trustees in
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succession to secure their influence.

As already intimated, the Trustees were independent men,

and they were deaf to the class of applications to which ref-

erence has just been made. The President of the Board, :Tr.

Cheston, was emphatic in saying that he hoped some Furupean of

pre-eminence would be brought to Baltimore and when he heard

what was said of Professor Sylvester by Professor Henry of the

Smithsonian, Professor Pierce of Cambridge and by other men

of equal authority, he desired that negotiations should be

opened with the distinguished Fnglish mathematician and these

negotiations resulted in his call and acceptance.

The name of Professor Gildersleeve was brought up at
A

once by all those who knew of the brilliant success he had

made as a student of the classics in the University of Vir-

ginia and it was not long before ower-fmtai were made to him

which were accepted and he became from the earliest days until

the present time one of the most honored and trustworthy of

advisers.

Overtures were made to Professor Wolcott ("Tibbs, who had

lately retired from Harvard (ollege and was living in Newport,

asking him to become the head of the department of Physics

but, after listening seriously to this proposal,

he declined it and said that he could make a better recommend-

ation, - to call Professor Remsen, then of Williams College

to the chair of Chemistry and Professor Rowland/;ho had been



already enlisted to be professor of Physics. These suggest-

ions were complied with.

At that time Professor Huxley among 7nglish speaking

people was the leading biologist and when consulted with regard
elf -11H„.4

to a suitable person to take thid;- chair among us, replied,

"You could not possibly get a better man than Dr. Yewell Mar-

tin." So he came.

For undergraduate work in the classics Professor Charles

D'Urban Morris, an Oxford graduate, was chosen, and this made

up the faculty of seven. Upon these original advisers much

of the responsibility devolved and to them much of the credit

of the organization is due.

Overtures which, at that tile, seemed very hopeful, were

made to Professor Child of Harvard to assume the chair of 7ng-

lish, hut, after serious reflection he declined on account of

his age.

Most of those who subsequently received appointments are

still living and I shall not attempt to characterize their

qualifications or to recite the circumstances of their select-

ion. I only mention Adams and Craig, both of whom began on

the lowest round of the ladder as teachers and gradually pro-

ceeded to professorships. Their services, especially those

of Adams, are amply recorded in printed papers.



De Professor Brooks from Agassiz, March 23, 1876.

"I have lere among the students who have just taken

(last fall) their degree of Ph.D. a young man named Brooks

who studied with Mc3rady two years, was with me at Yewport

last summer and who has done some excellent original work, -

what he did last summer I should not be ashamed of myself.

could recommend him as far as his ability and integrity

is concerned recommend him most earnestly for a Scholarship

in Natural Yistory. He has had a little practice in

teaching, he is not a very cultivated man but is good at

heart and extremely anxious to devote himself to Yatural

History while his friends wish him to go into business and

he has only this year left to look about. He has in him

if I am not mistaken the makin- of an axcellent original

worker, but he is a specialist and has much to learn in a

general way. I have said nothing to him about applying."


